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ABSTRACT
Lake Erie is the fourth largest, in surface area, of the Great Lakes. Seiching events in the lake have in the past led to breaches of the flood wall in Buffalo (at the eastern end of the lake), causing loss of life, and significant loss to properties. Here, we analyze the potential of Lake Erie for generating electricity from its storm surge, seiching, and wave energy resources. We find that there is significant potential energy in the lake that may be suitable for generating meaningful levels of electricity from seiches and storm surge; for instance, by developing an artificial ‘lagoon’. It is shown that an extreme surge event similar to that of January 30, 2008 which generated a surge of approximately +3 m at the eastern end and a corresponding set-down of nearly -2.7 m at the western end of Lake Erie, could contain a total theoretical potential energy of approximately $5 \times 10^7$ kWh. If such energy could, practically, be harnessed using a surge lagoon with a surface area of 2 km$^2$ near Buffalo, the potential energy would be $2.3 \times 10^4$ kWh, enough energy to power the equivalent of 40 homes for an entire month. The cost of such a lagoon could be partially offset by the potential of such a structure, and the operation of such a lagoon, to help alleviate flooding during extreme events. Furthermore, as an example, the analysis of the lake-wide wave data for 2011 shows that the monthly mean wave power is greater in the central and eastern basins of Lake Erie. Wave power was highest in October and November when the monthly mean wave power reached 10 kW/m. In contrast to most oceanographic environments, the wave power resource is reduced in winter, mostly due to the presence of surface ice in the lake. The surface ice appears to significantly reduce wave height and power during winter months, resulting in a relatively low annual mean wave power. However, the monthly mean wave power was the lowest in late spring and during summer when the monthly mean wave power was around 2.5 kW/m. Although this study represents the first attempt to assess the marine renewable energy of Lake Erie, further research is necessary to examine the feasibility of energy extraction in the lake.

1. INTRODUCTION
As the world population continues to grow against a backdrop of increasing economic development and urbanization, the demand for energy continues to grow. There are, however, limited fossil fuel reserves to meet the world’s energy demands, and so more sustainable and less polluting renewable sources of electricity generation are sought, including hydrokinetic energy.

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) estimated the annual energy potential from wave energy along the outer shelf (notional 200 m depth contour) and inner shelf (notional 50 m depth contour) of the US East Coast as 237 TWh and 172 TWh, respectively. In the state of New York, the annual available wave energy resource along its outer and inner shelf was estimated to be 16 TWh and 12 TWh, respectively [1]. However, the report does not account for the renewable wave energy potential of the Great Lakes bordering this state, i.e. Lake Ontario and Lake Erie. A study by the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYERDA) suggested that, if fully developed, the available primary renewable resource without regard for cost, social, or technological restrictions, could supply 41% of New York State’s total primary energy demand by 2030. If energy for transportation is excluded from the projection, renewable resources have the technical capacity to supply 54% of the State’s total energy needs by 2030. Based on an assessment, in 2010, less than 10% of New York State’s total energy demand, including transportation, was supplied by renewable energy [2]. This estimate does not include the resources available in the Great Lakes, which contain about 21% of the world’s surface fresh water. Among the Great Lakes, Lake Erie with a surface area of approximately 26,000 km$^2$, is the fourth largest
and the smallest in volume [3]. It is also the eleventh largest lake in the world, bordering with States of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan in the US, and the Province of Ontario in Canada.

Offshore wind energy of the lake has attracted some interest among communities and researchers. Lake Erie Energy Development Corporation (LEEDCo) was initiated in 2009, as a nonprofit organization, to develop offshore wind energy in Lake Erie. A 20.7 MW wind project off the Ohio coast has been planned as a pilot project to demonstrate the feasibility of offshore wind, and to facilitate and expedite future offshore wind projects [4]. The suitability of offshore wind projects in this area has been reported in the academic literature (e.g., [5]).

Lake Erie’s hydrokinetic renewable energy resources are characterized through this study. Firstly, Lake Erie’s characteristics and the data used in this study are presented. Then, the method and tools used for the analyses of the data are described, namely in situ and numerical modelling. Following this, the results are presented, and finally some conclusions are made.

2. METHODS
Historical water level data collected at several National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency’s (NOAA), as well as Canada’s Department of Fisheries and Oceans, water level stations were analyzed to identify short-term extreme events (i.e., storms). Return period analysis of the extreme events was carried out to determine the frequency of occurrence of the events. The primary goal here is to propose a potential methodology to harness extreme surge and seiche energy by adapting the tidal lagoon concept (e.g., [6]) which could also alleviate coastal flooding in coastal Lake Erie. The extreme event analysis will also provide information regarding the magnitude and number of extreme events per year that could be used to estimate annual energy of storm surge and seiching in the lake that could be extracted using the lagoons.

To characterize the levels of energy associated with various modes of seiching, spectral analysis of long-term hourly lake level time-series were carried out, and the power spectral density (PSD) of the water levels at various locations around the lake developed.

A two-dimensional coupled circulation and spectral wave model was used to simulate lake-wide variation of the lake level during storms. The potential energy contained in individual extreme events was estimated using the predicted water level during extreme events.

Lake Erie undergoes extensive surface ice cover during winter months. The effect of ice cover on storm surge was quantified by comparing the lake level responses to atmospheric forcing under the actual ice-covered, and a hypothetical ice-free lake for a storm event.

To characterize wave energy in Lake Erie, historical wave data from three active wave buoys were used. Furthermore, lake-wide monthly averaged wave power maps were developed and presented for year 2011, selected as an example. The maps are generated based on the hindcast wave data provided by the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE).

2.1. Study Area
Lake Erie’s length and width are approximately 400 km and 90 km, respectively. Lake Erie has mean and maximum depths of about 20 m and 63 m, respectively (see Figure 1).

The water levels in Lake Erie undergo various cycles of changes at intra- and inter-annual timescales. Short-term lake level variation occurs due to storm surge induced by high wind and low pressure systems moving over the Great Lakes region. The historical water level data shows that eastern Lake Erie experiences storm surges of up to 3 m. Annual lake level change occurs due to seasonal climate variability that affects the amount of water flowing into and out of Lake Erie, the contribution of groundwater, and precipitation & evaporation directly into and from the lake. The lake level is normally highest during late spring and early summer, and lowest during winter. Long term fluctuations are primarily due to deviation from the average climatic condition. For instance, higher or lower than average precipitation occurring in several successive years can deviate the long term water level from its average.
Climate change is expected to result in more powerful, more frequent, and longer duration storms in the Great Lakes basin [7]. Lake Erie, the shallowest of the Great Lakes, is known for its high storm surge and low frequency oscillations (i.e., seiches). Following a strong wind blowing along the longer axis of the lake from Toledo in the southwest toward Buffalo in the northeast (the predominant wind direction), or vice versa, standing waves or seiches are developed in the lake, travelling back and forth and rotating counterclockwise around the lake until their energy dissipates. A combination of factors, including water level, waves, and currents, results in extreme events that can cause flooding and erosion in coastal areas. A seiche event in 1844, considered “one of the greatest natural disasters in Buffalo’s recorded history”, reportedly “occurred without warning, breaching the 4.5 m floodwall, flooding the waterfront, and drowning at least 78 people” [8]. In 2008, a powerful storm that created up to 5 m high waves and a storm surge of about 3 m resulted in flooding near Buffalo [9]. Analysis of water level and flow rate data shows that the impact of seiche waves can potentially extend beyond the lake, especially along streams and rivers.

Lake Erie’s seiche has been the subject of several early studies [10]. Attempts were made to identify the frequencies corresponding to the modes of free oscillations based on limited lake level data. Spectral analyses showed that low frequency oscillations of the lake level were more energetic during winter than summer, but less concentrated at the frequencies related to the first and second seiching modes. Using standard harmonic analysis, the tidal amplitude and phase of lunar semidiurnal tides was determined. The tide is insignificant in Lake Erie. A counterclockwise rotation of high water level corresponding to diurnal and lower order seiches was identified using spectral analysis of limited lake level data [11,12,13]. The relationship between meteorological forcing and water level oscillation in Lake Erie was studied using wind and water level data [14,15,16]. The propagation of seiche waves under ice-free and ice-covered Lake Erie was studied and it was found that the surface ice can suppress the low frequency oscillations of the lake water level [17].

As the shallowest of the five Great Lakes, Lake Erie warms up more rapidly in summer, and freezes over in winter more frequently and more extensively than the other lakes. Almost every winter, Lake Erie is characterized by extensive surface ice. The historical ice data show that the Annual Maximum Ice Cover (AMIC) index, defined as the maximum percentage lake surface area covered by ice during a given year, was greater than or equal to 80% between 1973 and 2014, with the exception of 6 winters. The ice data also reveal that in the recent years, Lake Erie experienced less severe winters, resulting in lower levels of surface ice concentrations [18].

2.1.1. Lake Erie Location and Bathymetry
Lake Erie is one of the five Great Lakes. On the US side, it borders the states of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan. There are a number of major cities along the Lake Erie shoreline which include Buffalo in New York; Erie in Pennsylvania; Toledo, Sandusky and Cleveland in Ohio. On the Canadian side, Port Stanley in Ontario borders Lake Erie.

Figure 1 shows the location of Lake Erie among the Great Lakes, as well as the bathymetric information of Lake Erie. As noted earlier, the lake is the shallowest among the Great Lakes. Its western basin is about 60 km long, and is very shallow. It extends to 11 m depth. The eastern basin, the deepest of the three basins, has a maximum depth of 63 m and is about 130 km long. The central basin is wider and longer than the other basins. It extends to 25 m depth, and has a length of about 210 km [19].
2.2. Data
In the following sub-sections, the data used in this study are described in detail. These data include water level and wave data.

2.2.1. Ice Data
The Great Lakes ice season typically begins in January and ends in April. The ice data are collected through aerial imagery on a daily, weekly or bi-weekly basis, and archived in the Ice Atlas database. The spatial resolution of the ice data for the period of 1973 – 2002 is 2.8 km by 2.8 km, and its temporal resolution is weekly or bi-weekly. The digital ice data after 2002 has better grid resolutions, ranging from 1.25 km to 2.5 km. The temporal resolution varies from daily, for the most recent years, to half-weekly for older data sets [20].

2.2.2. Wave Data
Lake Erie’s wave data include data recorded by the wave buoys and the hindcast data generated through the US Army Corps of Engineers’ Wave Information Studies (WIS) project [21].

2.2.2.1. NOAA Buoys
Measured wave data are available for two active buoys operated by the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) in Lake Erie: Buoys 45005 and 45009. Buoy 45005 has been in operation since 1980. Buoy 45009 has data for only 7 months in 1983 [22]. In addition, two buoys operated by the Canadian government, Buoys C45132 and C45142, have been recording wave data in northern and northeastern Lake Erie [23]. To avoid potential damage to the buoys, they are usually removed over winter, when the lake is extensively ice-covered. As a result, no wave data are collected during winter. Figure 2(a) shows the locations of these buoys. Table 1 summarizes the geographical coordinates and data inventories of the Lake Erie wave buoys.

Table 1. Wave buoys: Location and data inventory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buoy Name</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Record Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45009</td>
<td>-82.00</td>
<td>41.60</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>06/1983 - 12/1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45005</td>
<td>-82.40</td>
<td>41.68</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>06/1980 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C45132</td>
<td>-81.22</td>
<td>42.47</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>09/1989 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C45142</td>
<td>42.74</td>
<td>-79.29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>07/1994 - present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3. WIS Stations
The WIS data are based on hindcast simulations of wave characteristics. The archived Lake Erie wave data are generated using the spectral wave model WISWAVE. The model solves the energy balance equation and a 2-D wave spectrum, and includes shallow water effects [24,25]. The Lake Erie hindcast wave data were produced through the USACE’s WIS project, and are available for the periods 1960-1978 and 1979-2014. The data are made available on the WIS website for 243 stations around the lake [21]. Figure 2(b) shows the location and water depth for the WIS stations. The surface ice data were used as input to the WISWAVE model. The lake-wide WISWAVE output for the year of 2011, supplied by the USACE as a representative year for the lake wave climate, are used for wave energy analysis in the following.

2.2.4. Wind Climate
Figure 3 shows the wind roses for the WIS stations 92001 and 92110 located near Buffalo and Toledo, respectively (see Figure 2). The wind roses are based on the data for 1979-2014. The predominant wind direction is along the longitudinal axis of the lake (at 247.5°) and can reach up to 25 m/s, near Buffalo at the eastern end of the lake. The predominant wind at the western end of the lake, near Toledo, can reach up to 20 m/s at 225° in the clockwise direction from North, slightly different from that at Buffalo.
2.2.5. Water Elevation Data
Lake Erie water level variations are recorded at the NOAA [26] and Canada’s Department of Fisheries and Oceans [27] water level stations shown in Figure 2. For this study, hourly lake level data from 12 stations are used. Eight stations are operated by NOAA, and four stations operated by the Canadian Government. The location of these stations, and their hourly data inventory, are summarized in Table 2. Hourly data are available for all but one of the stations from 1970 until present, as shown in the table.

Table 2. Water level stations locations and their data inventory for hourly lake level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station Name (Station Number)</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Data Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, NY (9063020)</td>
<td>-78.890</td>
<td>42.877</td>
<td>01/01/1970 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, PA (9063038)</td>
<td>-80.092</td>
<td>42.153</td>
<td>01/01/1970 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland, OH (9063063)</td>
<td>-81.635</td>
<td>41.540</td>
<td>01/01/1970 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toledo, OH (9063085)</td>
<td>-83.472</td>
<td>41.693</td>
<td>01/01/1970 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairport, OH (9063053)</td>
<td>-81.280</td>
<td>41.758</td>
<td>06/05/1975 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fermi Power Plant, MI (9063090)</td>
<td>-83.257</td>
<td>41.960</td>
<td>01/01/1970 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibraltar, MI (9044020)</td>
<td>-83.185</td>
<td>42.090</td>
<td>01/01/1970 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyandotte, MI (9044030)</td>
<td>-83.147</td>
<td>42.202</td>
<td>01/01/1970 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar Point, ON (12005)</td>
<td>-83.117</td>
<td>42.050</td>
<td>06/01/1966 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Stanley, ON (12400)</td>
<td>-81.217</td>
<td>42.667</td>
<td>06/01/1927 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Dover, ON (12710)</td>
<td>-80.200</td>
<td>42.783</td>
<td>01/01/1962 - present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Colborne, ON (12865)</td>
<td>-79.250</td>
<td>42.867</td>
<td>01/01/1962 - present</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Spectral Analysis
To identify and quantify modes and the corresponding energy of Lake Erie’s low frequency oscillations \( (i.e. \) seiches) spectral analysis of the lake’s hourly water level data was performed.

Power Spectral Density (PSD), \( \hat{S}_x(f) \), is defined as the Fourier transform of autocorrelation, \( R_x(\tau) \), of a real stationary signal \( x(t) \).

\[
\hat{S}_x(f) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_x(\tau) e^{-2\pi i f \tau} d\tau
\]
where $E$ denotes the expected value. The spectral analysis method utilized here provides information regarding various low frequency oscillation modes, among which the frequencies corresponding to free oscillations of seiching modes are apparent. The analysis is performed using Lake Erie long-term hourly water level data for various NOAA water level stations around the lake, so that the spatial variations of the seiching modes’ frequencies and magnitudes are presented.

2.4. Numerical Modeling

To provide detailed information regarding lake-wide surge, seiche and wave, and the corresponding energy characteristics, numerical models were applied. A coupled circulation and spectral wave model, ADCIRC+SWAN [28], was used to simulate a number of extreme storm events. The coupled model consists of the circulation model, ADCIRC (Advanced Circulation Model, ADCIRC) [29], and spectral wave model, (Simulating WAves Nearshore, SWAN) [30], which are described in the following subsections. A wide range of physical data including topographic, bathymetric, atmospheric, water level, wave and ice data were collected, processed and used as input to the lake-wide model. An unstructured lake grid and wind and pressure fields are used as main inputs to the model, Parallel ADCIRC and SWAN (PADCSWAN). The mesh was developed based on seamless Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data of the lake. The seamless DEM is developed from NOAA bathymetry data [31]. The maximum and minimum spacing are set at approximately 500 m and 60 m, respectively. Depths are relative to 174.0 m (The North American Vertical Datum of 1988, NAVD88), the long term average lake level.

The coupled SWAN spectral wave model and the ADCIRC shallow-water circulation model, which is based on an unstructured-mesh, is utilized for the simulation of extreme storms. The two models use an identical mesh, run based on parallel computing mechanism, and exchange information between models during runs. By coupling the wave and surge models, computed radiation stress from SWAN are passed to ADCIRC, and used as additional forcing for water level prediction. The simulated water level is then passed to SWAN as an updated water level for wave modeling. This process takes place at every SWAN model time step. Forcing mechanisms can be wind speed, atmospheric pressure, water level, current, and radiation stress gradients. In this study, the model was forced by the wind and pressure fields, based on the NOAA Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) hindcast [32]. Parallel simulations based on domain decomposition embedded in the model reduces the computation time. The unstructured mesh in the integrated SWAN and ADCIRC model allows for spatial variation of resolution without resorting to nested meshes, which could be complex and computationally expensive, particularly if two-way nesting is employed. The coupling can be very important for accurate results for Lake Erie, where storm-induced water level variations can reach up to about ±3 m. Such changes of depth in shallow regions can significantly influence wave characteristics which could, in turn, impact water level through wave setup. These processes would not be included if wave and storm surge were modeled independently. More details about the ADCIRC and SWAN models, including their settings, are provided in the following sections.

2.4.1. ADCIRC model

ADCIRC is a finite-element, shallow-water model for water level and current. Water level is predicted by solving the Generalized Wave Continuity Equation (GWCE), based on the vertically-integrated continuity equation [29].

\[
\frac{\partial H}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} (UH) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} (VH) = 0
\]  

(3)

where $U, V = \text{depth-averaged velocities in } x, y \text{ directions; } H = \eta + h = \text{total water column thickness; } h = \text{bathymetric depth (distance from the geoid to the bottom); } \eta = \text{free surface departure from the geoid.}$
ADCIRC solves the vertically-integrated momentum equations to determine the depth-averaged velocity. The vertically-integrated momentum equations can be written in non-conservative form.

\[
\frac{\partial U}{\partial t} + U \frac{\partial U}{\partial x} + V \frac{\partial U}{\partial y} - fV = -g \left[ \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial x} + \frac{P_z}{g \rho_0} - \alpha \zeta \right] + \frac{\tau_{sx}}{H \rho_0} - \frac{\tau_{sy}}{H \rho_0} + \frac{M_x}{H} - \frac{D}{H} + \frac{B_x}{H} \\
\frac{\partial V}{\partial t} + U \frac{\partial V}{\partial x} + V \frac{\partial V}{\partial y} + fU = -g \left[ \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial y} + \frac{P_z}{g \rho_0} - \alpha \zeta \right] + \frac{\tau_{sy}}{H \rho_0} - \frac{\tau_{sx}}{H \rho_0} + \frac{M_y}{H} - \frac{D}{H} + \frac{B_y}{H}
\]  

(4)

where \( f = \) Coriolis parameter; \( P_z = \) atmospheric pressure at the sea surface; \( \zeta = \) Newtonian equilibrium tide potential; \( \alpha \) = imposed surface stresses; \( \tau_{sx}, \tau_{sy} = \) bottom stress components; \( D_x, B_x = \) momentum dispersion; \( M_x = \) vertically-integrated lateral stress gradient; \( D_y, B_y = \) vertically-integrated baroclinic pressure gradient; \( \rho = \) time and spatially varying density of water due to salinity and temperature variations; \( \rho_0 = \) reference density of water.

ADCIRC computes water level \( \eta \) and current \( U \) and \( V \) on an unstructured, triangular mesh by applying a linear Lagrange interpolation and solving for three degrees of freedom at every mesh vertex.

A number of nodal attributes were used as input to the model [33]. The initial offset of sea surface from the geoid (sea surface height above geoid) for the initial lake level is assigned to the mesh nodes. This offset is based on the mean lake level at the beginning of a storm. The Manning’s friction factor (manning’s \( n \) at sea floor) nodal attribute is calculated using the standard routine from the ADCIRC website. This nodal attribute is determined according to Land Use and Land Cover (LULC) data from the National Land Cover Data (NLCD [34]). The “primitive weighting in continuity equation” attribute, a factor that weighs relative contribution of primitive and wave portions of the Generalized Wave-Continuity Equation is generated based on the mesh model. The “surface directional effective roughness length” attribute representing “roughness” of land that can reduce wind-induced surface stress is calculated based on the LULC data. The “surface canopy coefficient” attribute allowing to turn off wind stress in inundated heavily forested areas is determined using the standard routine from the ADCIRC website, based on the LULC data. No tidal constituents are introduced to the model, since tides are insignificant in the Great Lakes. The computational time step for ADCIRC is set to 1 s.

2.4.2. **SWAN model**

The SWAN model simulates wave action density spectrum \( N(x, t, \omega, \theta) \) by solving the action balance equation [30].

\[
\frac{\partial N}{\partial t} + \nabla \left[ (\tilde{C}_g + \tilde{U}) N \right] + \frac{\partial C_{\theta} N}{\partial \theta} + \frac{\partial C_{\omega} N}{\partial \omega} = S/\omega
\]

(5)

where \( \nabla = \) gradient operator; \( \tilde{C}_g \) = group velocity vector; \( C_{\theta} = \) turning rate; \( C_{\omega} = \) shifting rate; \( \tilde{U} = \) current vector; \( S = \) source terms; \( \omega = \) relative frequency; and \( \theta = \) wave direction.

The wave action density spectrum \( N \) is solved at the vertices of unstructured triangular mesh. The model represents physical processes at scales of a wave length, even if mesh resolution is higher than the wave length. The Komen et al. (1984) wave generation with linear growth (Cavaleri and Malanotte-Rizzoli, 1981) was activated. Whitecapping was applied according to Komen et al. (1984) with the default coefficients [30]. The SWAN model time step is set to 1,800 s, which is also the time step at which the ADCIRC and SWAN models exchange information.

2.4.3. **Surface Ice Effects**

Surface ice can modify storm surge and wave characteristics, mainly through wind-lake momentum transfer mechanism. Nearshore or shore-fast ice can hinder waves from reaching the shoreline. To incorporate ice effects in storm surge prediction processes, the wind drag coefficient needs to be
modified. In the absence of ice, the ADCIRC model uses Garratt’s empirical wind drag, $C_{DN}$, which is capped at 0.0035 [35].

$$C_{DN} = (0.75 + 0.067 U_{10}) \times 10^{-3}$$

where $U_{10}$ is 10 m elevation above ground wind speed.

The wind drag coefficient is determined as the larger of drag coefficient based on Garratt’s formula and that based on the ice-percentage-dependent formulation, $C_{DF}$ [36]. The latter was developed based on an empirical fit to field data for ice concentration and air-ice-water wind drag coefficient [37,38].

$$C_{DF} = [0.125 + 0.5 IC (1.0 - IC)] \times 10^{-2}$$

where $IC$ is percentage ice cover or ice concentration, ($IC = 0$ and $IC = 1$ represent ice-free and ice-covered conditions, respectively) [39].

In the ADCIRC model, $C_{DF}$, is compared with $C_{DN}$, and the larger value is taken as the drag coefficient used for calculation of wind-induced surface stresses at any time-step. According to Eq. 7, the drag coefficient which is a function of both ice concentration and wind speed reaches its maximum when ice concentration is at 50 percent, and approaches Garratt’s drag formulation for concentrations of 0 and 100 percent. Further investigation of the surface ice effects on the Lake Erie storm surge confirmed that the surface ice effects on storm surge is more pronounced at lower wind speeds and modest ice concentration [40].

To include surface ice effects in the wave model, wave height is simply set to zero when ice concentration exceeds a threshold value. In this study, the ice concentration threshold is set to 70%, a value adopted from the studies in the western Alaska waters [41]. The WIS project adopts the same threshold for wave simulations.

2.5. Formulation of Wave and Seiche Energy in a Lake

Wind generates seiche and surface waves in a lake. The seiche energy is in the form of potential energy, and can be evaluated at any point in time as follows

$$E_s(t) = \int gzm = \int \rho g z dv$$

where $m$ is mass, $g$ is the gravitational acceleration, $z$ is elevation above a datum, and $v$ is volume. When a lake is discretized into a number of elements or cells using a numerical model, the seiche energy can be estimated by summing the potential energy of each element/cell as follows

$$E_s(t) = \sum g \bar{\eta} \delta m = \frac{1}{2} \sum \rho g |\bar{\eta}| \delta A$$

where $\eta$ is the water elevation above the still water level (SWL; no seiche). The absolute sign indicates that the potential energy is negative for elements/cells that have negative surge (i.e., water level below SWL) and positive for elements with positive surge. The total seiche energy of a lake after a wind event gradually decreases over time by energy dissipation.

The potential energy of a seiche can be theoretically harvested by a similar concept used in tidal lagoons (e.g., [42]). The main period of seiche is about 14 hours (see the results section), which is close to that of semi-diurnal tide (about 12 hrs). In other words, the oscillation of water level by seiche is similar to a semi-diurnal tide in Lake Erie. Referring to Figure 4, a barrier can create a phase lag between the water level inside the lagoon and the lake. Gates are initially left open. When water reaches its maximum level during a surge event, the gates of the lagoon are closed. The water level outside the lagoon decreases over time, while the water elevation inside the lagoon remains constant. This leads to a head over turbines. When enough head is available, the generators start operating, until the surge returns and the head is no longer sufficient to drive the turbines.
The power generated by this method is proportional to the area of the lagoon and the square of the head [43]. The power during a seiche cycle when turbines operate (i.e. from $t_1$ to $t_2$) can be evaluated as

$$E_p = C_p \int_{t_1}^{t_2} \rho g A_p \frac{dh_p}{dt} (h_p - h_L) \, dt$$

(10)

where $A_p$ is the area of lagoon, $h_p$ is the water elevation inside the lagoon, and $h_L$ is water elevation outside the lagoon. $C_p$ is the power coefficient, and takes into account the efficiency of the turbines and energy losses.

![Figure 4. Schematic of a tidal lagoon to trap and harvest seiche energy by creating a phase lag between water elevation inside and outside of a lagoon.](image)

The main technical challenge of generating electricity by this method is finding a turbine which can work efficiently for the values of head during a seiche event, which are relatively small. Here, we aim at evaluating the energy of seiche, which may not be possible to harvest at the moment by current turbine technology, but it will demonstrate the potential for the future.

The wave power, for irregular waves, which have a range of frequencies and directions, can be computed as

$$P = \iint c_g E(\theta, \sigma) \, d\sigma d\theta$$

(11)

where $c_g$ is the group velocity, and $E$ is wave energy density. In many cases, deep water approximation gives a reasonable estimate for wave energy resource assessments. For this case ($kh \geq \pi$ where $k$ is wave number and $h$ is water depth), the wave energy can be estimated as

$$P = \frac{\rho g}{64\pi} H_s^2 T_e$$

(12)

where $H_s$ is the significant wave height, and $T_e$ is the energy wave period. Both of these wave properties can be evaluated by the wave spectrum [44].

3. RESULTS

In the following sections, the results of the data analyses and numerical modeling are presented.

3.1. Storm Surge, Seiche and Wave Climate of Lake Erie

Lake Erie hourly water level time-series at various stations were analyzed to identify and quantify the spatial variations of extreme surge and seiche events. Likewise, the hourly wave data from the NDBC buoy and WIS stations were analyzed.

3.1.1. Storm Surge

In order to identify and quantify the storm surge events, the hourly data was subtracted from its mean over a 30-day time window. The averaging is performed using a moving average method that employs a Gaussian algorithm for smoothing. Figure 5 depicts the hourly and the averaged water level elevations.
(top). The deviation of the instantaneous water level from its monthly mean value (i.e., storm surge) is plotted in the lower panel.

3.1.2. Extreme Surge Events
To identify extreme surge events based on the ‘Peaks Over Threshold (POT)’ method, any events exceeding a sufficiently high threshold are categorized as extreme events. To avoid selecting multiple peaks during a single storm, a 48-h span is considered for each storm, and only one event is selected during that time-frame. Selecting an appropriate value as the threshold surge is important. In samples taken from normal or extreme value populations, best results are obtained if the threshold is chosen so that the number of exceedances is of the order of ten per year [45]. The threshold is chosen as the mean surge level plus three times the standard deviation of the surge. Sensitivity analysis showed that the selected threshold value is the best value for Lake Erie.

Figure 5. Hourly water level and surge timeseries at various stations for duration of 46 Years; Upper panel: hourly water level, gray dots: instantaneous; dark line: smoothed; Lower panel: storm surge
The largest storm surges were identified for each water level station. Figure 6(a) shows the top 20 historical storms, and the corresponding measured surges for Buffalo and Toledo where surge levels are typically larger. Storm surges are typically larger in Buffalo than Toledo primarily because of the predominant wind direction, which is in the west-east direction. The storm surge in parts of eastern Lake Erie can reach up to nearly 3.0 m.

Figure 6(b) shows the typical distribution of extreme storm surge events for Buffalo and Toledo during 2013, selected as an example. As Figure 6(b) shows, most of the storms take place during November-May. However, the majority of extreme events occur in late-fall and during winter.

Figure 6. (a) Top 20 historical extreme events per year for Toledo and Buffalo; (b) Distribution of extreme events for Buffalo and Toledo during 2013

The surge events for each water level monitoring gauge in Lake Erie were identified using the POT method. The return period analysis was then conducted for the selected storm surges at each gauge by fitting four different distributions: Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD), Lognormal, Weibull, and General Extreme Value (GEV). The average number of storms per year is \( \lambda = 10 \) as this value produces the best fit for the present data. Figure 7 displays the extreme storm surge distributions against the return periods for the best fitted distribution, GPD, for the 12 stations. Based on the results, the most severe storm surges occur on the eastern side of the lake. Table 3 summarizes the results of the return period analysis of wave height depicted in Figure 7. The 500-year surge elevation in Buffalo is forecasted as 3.3 m. The west side of the lake is also vulnerable to the high surge; however the 500-year storm surge in Toledo is expected to be 1.8 m. The lowest storm surge elevations are predicted to occur in areas around the middle of the lake’s longitudinal axis (e.g., Fairport and Cleveland in the south shore, and Port Stanley on the north shore). Wyandotte is located upstream of Detroit River from its mouth in Lake Erie. Table 3 summarizes the surge heights for various return periods based on the GPD method.
Figure 7. Storm surge vs. return period based on GPD for selected stations
Table 3. Surge elevation for various return periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station Name (Number)</th>
<th>Return Period (year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, NY (9063020)</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie, PA (9063038)</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairport, OH (9063053)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland, OH (9063063)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toledo, OH (9063085)</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fermi Power Plant, MI (9063090)</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibraltar, MI (9044020)</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyandotte, MI (9044030)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar Point, ON (12005)</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Stanley, ON (12400)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Dover, ON (12710)</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Colborne, ON (12865)</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.3. Seiche

Figure 8 shows the spectra of the long-term data at selected stations. The spectral energy corresponding to the frequencies up to 8 (cycles/day) are shown in this figure. A band pass filter is used to filter out oscillations with periods of longer than two weeks and shorter than 2.5 hours, as they are considered to be beyond the storm-induced seiching modes. According to Figure 8, several distinct spikes at frequencies of 1, 1.7, 1.9, 2.6, 4.1 and 5.8 (cycles/day) are identified. Those frequencies are equivalent to periods of 24, 14.2, 12.4, 9.2, 6, 4.1 hours. The periods of 24 and 12.4 hours correspond to diurnal and semidiurnal lake level fluctuations, respectively [11]. The periods of 14.2, 9.2, 6 and 4.1 are related to the first four modes of oscillations of seiches [17]. At Buffalo and Toledo, the low frequency motions are more energetic than the other stations. Toward the middle of the lake (a node for the first mode of seiching oscillations) the energy spectra are characterized by lower energy.
3.1.4. Analysis of Wave Data

Wave data include data from three NDBC buoys, in addition to nine selected WIS stations.

3.1.4.1. Buoys

As noted earlier, wave data include data from three wave buoys and the USACE’s hindcast wind, WIS (see Figure 2). Hourly wave data from the three active buoys, C45132 and C45142 and 45005, were analyzed to quantify magnitudes of wave heights for various return periods. Similar to the water level analysis, POT method was used to identify extreme wave events. Then, the four aforementioned probability distribution methods were used, out of which the GPD was found to provide the best fit to the wave. Figure 9 shows the return period analysis of the wave data for the three buoys. The largest waves are expected to occur in the eastern basin, the deepest basin with the longest fetch, where C145142 operates, the C145132 in the central basin, and finally Buoy 45005 in the western basin where water
The depth is relatively shallow and the fetch is short. The 100-year significant wave heights for C45142, C45132 and 45005 are 5.65 m, 4.51 m and 3.75 m, respectively.

![Wave height distribution vs. return period for buoy data using GPD](image)

Figure 9. Wave height distribution vs. return period for buoy data using GPD

Table 4 summarizes the results for various return periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Return Period (year)</th>
<th>Station ID</th>
<th>C45005</th>
<th>C45132</th>
<th>C45142</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.4.2. WIS Stations
The WIS data for nine stations that represent the wave climate around the lake were analyzed. The locations of the WIS stations and the corresponding water depths are shown in Figure 2. The GPD was found to provide the best fit to the WIS data. Table 5 summarizes the results for the return periods of 100, 150, 200, and 500-year based on the GPD method. Larger waves occur in the eastern basin, due to the presence of longer fetches and deeper water.

Table 5. Wave height vs. return period for selected WIS stations using GPD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station Number</th>
<th>Return Period (year)</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>92001</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92020</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>7.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92050</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>5.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92100</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92110</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92130</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92170</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>5.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92200</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>8.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92230</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Coupled ADCIRC-SWAN Model Results
In the following, the coupled storm surge and wave model results are presented for two extreme events, the storms of January 30, 2008 and December 12, 2000.

3.2.1. Ice Field
The ice field data are provided to the model as spatially and temporally varying concentration fields. The daily ice fields are generated by interpolating the NOAA ice data and used as input to the model when the lake is ice-covered. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the input ice fields during storms of January 30, 2008 and December 12, 2000.

Figure 10. Ice Field during storm of January 30, 2008 (day 1: 01/27/2008)

Figure 11. Ice field during storm of December 12, 2000 (day 1: 12/09/2000)

3.2.2. Wind Fields
Winds are typically westerly in the study area, resulting in higher storm surge in eastern Lake Erie. Figure 12 shows the wind fields during the peaks of storms of January 30, 2008 and December 12, 2000, when the maximum hourly wind speed over Lake Erie reached almost 25 m/s.
3.2.3. Model Validation

Two extreme events, the storms of January 30, 2008 and December 12, 2000, were simulated using the coupled ADCIRC+SWAN modelling system. The former storm took place when the lake was extensively ice-covered. The latter storm occurred under relatively minor surface ice condition. Both storms led to significant storm surges in eastern Lake Erie.

To simulate the two extreme events, wind and pressure fields were introduced as forcing input to the model. The threshold ice concentration of 70% is adopted for this study, as explained earlier. Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the comparisons of storm surge variations at different stations for the storms of January 30, 2008 and December 12, 2000, respectively. As the figures show, during the peak of the storms, areas close to Buffalo and Erie on the east undergo high storm surges while at the western end of the lake, near Cleveland and Toledo, the lake level falls. The model captures the temporal variation and magnitude of the surge at various stations. This is quantified in the right panels using Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) for the model results compared to the measured water level. The maximum storm surge level in Buffalo reaches nearly 3 m and 2.7 m for the storms of January 30, 2008 and December 12, 2000, respectively. The magnitudes of set-down reach approximately -2.5 and -1.5 m (for the two storms, respectively) at Toledo. The variation of water level is the least at Fairport, located around the middle of the lake’s longitudinal axis, and hence a node for the first mode of seiching.

Figure 12. Maximum wind speed during storms of: (a) January 30, 2008; (b) December 12, 2000

Figure 13. Comparison of simulated and measured water level variations, storm of January 30, 2008
3.2.4. Surge and Wave Energy Assessment

The upper panel of Figure 15 shows the spatial variation of the storm surge during the peak of the storm on January 30, 2008. The lower panel shows the gradient of lake level along the lake’s longitudinal axis. The surge almost linearly decreases from +3 m above still water level at the eastern end to approximately -2.7 m at the western end. Such a difference in lake level over a length of approximately 400 km results in a gradient of $1.43 \times 10^{-5}$. The spatial variation of the theoretical gravitational potential energy density corresponding to the lake level gradient is estimated and shown in Figure 16. As the figure shows, the maximum energy density is higher on the western and eastern end, and is reduced toward the middle of the lake where the surge is small. The theoretical potential energy in the lake is calculated using Eq. 9. It is estimated that the total energy of the storm of January 30, 2008 is $PE = 1.8 \times 10^5$ GJ equal to $5 \times 10^7$ kWh.

Although challenging, such energy could be harnessed using a structure such as a surge lagoon, where the head difference between the inside and outside of the lagoon could drive turbines and generate power. In view of this concept, a hypothetical lagoon with an area of $A = 2$ km$^2$ is sited near Buffalo, as shown in pink in Figure 16, and the theoretical potential energy (assuming 100% efficiency) that such a feature can capture is estimated as 84 GJ, which is equivalent to $2.3 \times 10^4$ kWh. Considering the average monthly electrical energy usage per home in the State of New York is 591 kWh, based on the 2014 estimates [1], the lagoon can supply power equivalent to nearly 40 homes for a month using the surge or seiche energy for this single event. The total surge energy of this storm ($5 \times 10^7$ kWh) could, theoretically, power 7,050 homes for a year. A larger lagoon or multiple lagoons could therefore capture more energy from the extreme surge events. Furthermore, the lagoon could reduce flood risk by routing the surge elevation.

Similarly, the results of the storm surge simulation for the storm of December 12, 2000 were analyzed, and the potential seiche energy of the lake and the lagoon estimated. The surge varies from +2 m to -2 m from eastern end to western end, respectively. The surge total potential energy of the storm is estimated as $PE = 8.2 \times 10^4$ GJ which is equivalent to $2.3 \times 10^7$ kWh. The lagoon will hold a potential power energy of $PE = 45.6$ GJ equal to $1.3 \times 10^4$ kWh enough energy to power 22 homes for a month.
3.2.5. Wave Power

As noted earlier, Lake Erie wave data are provided by the USACE. The data are generated as part of the WIS project. A threshold value of 70% is used for ice concentration. Any waves in areas with an ice concentration of 70% or higher are blocked. For this study, the year 2011 is selected. In the winter of 2011, Lake Erie ice cover reached more than 90% of the lake area, a typical ice condition for the lake. The monthly mean significant wave height and peak wave period are calculated based on the hourly wave data. The theoretical wave power, $P_w$, is calculated based on Eq. 11.

Figure 15. Peak storm surge and gradient of water level during storm of January 30, 2008

Figure 16. Spatial variation of potential surge energy density during peak of storm, January 30, 2008
Figure 17 shows the monthly mean spectral wave height, peak period and power for January 2011, when ice cover was limited to the western basin. The largest waves are concentrated in the eastern basin, where the monthly mean wave height was of order 1 m. As a result, the monthly mean wave power is at its maximum in the eastern basin, where the power is of order 4 kW/m.

Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the mean wave power during the periods of January-June and July-December 2011, respectively. During February and March, only a small area in the west of Lake Erie was relatively ice-free. The wave height and power, as expected, are small. In April, when the lake becomes ice-free, a large portion of the lake with relatively deeper water compared to the western basin shows wave power of up to 7 kW/m. The monthly mean wave power in May is reduced to 2.5 kW/m. The wave power remains low during subsequent months as the lake is relatively quiescent in late spring and in the summer. Beginning September, wave power in the lake begins to increase. The mean monthly wave power in September reaches up to 4 kW/m, concentrated in the central part of the lake. The power continues to increase during fall. In October, the monthly mean wave power exceeds 10 kW/m in central and eastern parts of the lake. Similar wave power can also be seen during November. In December, the wave power is slightly reduced to 7 kW/m. The area with the highest wave power concentration is on the eastern portions of the lake.

Figure 20 shows the long-term wave characteristics and energy for Buoys C45132, C45142 and 45005. Buoy 45005 is located in an area with relatively shallow depth (12.5 m depth - see Table 1). In addition, the fetch is shorter for this buoy compared to the other two because the predominant wind blows from west toward east. The maximum hourly wave height and corresponding power for some events reaches up to 4 m and 60 kW/m, respectively. Buoy C45132, which is located in an area that is 20 m deep and with longer fetch, shows larger waves compared to Buoy 45005. The maximum hourly wave heights can exceed 4 m during some extreme events. Such waves are associated with hourly power of up to 80 kW/m. Buoy C45142, located further east with a much longer fetch and in deeper water, exhibits maximum hourly wave heights of over 5 m. The maximum hourly wave power for some events exceeds 125 kW/m. The gaps in the data are related to the lack of data during winters because of the lake’s surface ice. This would result in a relatively low annual mean wave power.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Characteristics of Lake Erie, including its wave, water level and surface ice fields, were presented. Water level data were analyzed, and the magnitude of storm surge events and their spatial distribution presented. It was demonstrated that high surge levels occur frequently in eastern and western Lake Erie. Such high surge can trigger seiching motions in the lake. The potential for generating power from such a phenomenon was assessed through numerical modeling of individual storm surge events. The potential energy contained in the individual extreme events was calculated. In general, characterizing the marine energy resource of a region involves three stages: theoretical, technical, and practical resource assessment. In the theoretical resource assessment studies, it is assumed that all energy can be harvested 100% efficiency is assumed while in the technical resource assessments, a suitable energy device with a power curve at a particular place is considered. In the practical resource assessments, other constraints such as environmental, navigation, and tourism should be included which may lead to a drastic reduction of the available resource.

It is shown that surge energy, if efficiently harnessed, can potentially provide a significant amount of electricity. It is suggested that features such as surge lagoons could be used to not only provide energy from surge events, but also to provide protection from coastal flooding. The cost of a lagoon could be partially offset by the potential of such a structure, and the operation of the lagoon, to help alleviate flooding during extreme events.

Lake Erie’s waves were also analyzed to assess their potential for electricity production. Surface ice cover limits the wave energy potential in winter. During the summer, waves are relatively small. The most
energetic months appear to be September through December. Waves are the more energetic in the central and eastern parts of the lake.

It was shown that during the peak of storm of January 30, 2008, when the surge almost linearly decreases from +3 m above still water level at the eastern end to approximately -2.7 m at the western end, the total theoretical potential energy in the lake is approximately $5 \times 10^7$ kWh. If such energy could practically be harnessed using a surge lagoon with a surface area of 2 km$^2$ near Buffalo, the potential energy of $2.3 \times 10^4$ kWh could supply power to the equivalent of 40 homes for a month. The total surge energy of this storm ($5 \times 10^7$ kWh) could, theoretically, power 7,050 homes for a year. Similarly, the storm of December 12, 2000 contained $2.3 \times 10^7$ kWh total potential energy, and the lagoon could supply a potential energy of $1.3 \times 10^4$ kWh, enough energy to power the equivalent of 22 homes for a month. A larger lagoon or multiple lagoons could capture more energy from the extreme surge events. The added benefit of the lagoon could be to reduce the flooding risk in coastal Lake Erie by routing the surge elevation.

As an example, the analysis of the lake-wide wave data for 2011 shows that the monthly mean wave power is greater in the central and eastern basins. The wave power was the highest in October and November when the monthly mean wave power reached at 10 kW/m. The wave power is reduced in winter mostly due to the presence of surface ice in the lake. The surface ice appears to significantly reduce wave height and power during winter months, resulting in a relatively low annual mean wave power. However, the monthly wave power was the lowest in late spring and during summer when the monthly mean wave power was estimated approximately 2.5 kW/m.

The analysis of the long-term wave characteristics and energy for three active buoys in Lake Erie show that the maximum hourly wave power increases from the western basin toward the eastern basin where the lake is deeper. For instance, buoy C45142 located further east demonstrates a maximum hourly wave height of more than 5 m and the maximum hourly wave power can reach up to 125 kW/m.

Since marine renewable energy technologies are still in their infancy, their costs are still significantly higher than conventional, and other renewable energy sources. The levelized cost of energy ($/MWh: \text{the present value of all costs of a project divided by lifetime energy production}) is commonly used to compare the cost of various energy technologies. While the average cost of some renewable energy sources such as onshore wind are about $80-120/MWh, and can be as low as conventional thermal power stations (e.g., coal), new technologies such as offshore wind and marine renewables are still much more expensive (e.g., $200-500/MWh;\text{[46]}). As the technology readiness level of an energy technology grows through investment in R&D, its cost and associated financial risks reduce. This trend can be clearly seen in the wind energy industry. Therefore, although the development of marine renewable energy projects at commercial scale may not be viable at present in Lake Erie, more research helps identify the potential for marine renewable development in this area in the form of demonstration projects. Also, future research can focus on site specific projects where additional cost of energy can be justified by coastal protection, as discussed. This study presented an assessment of the theoretical surge/seiche and wave energy in Lake Erie. Much research is still necessary to assess the technical and practical energy resources of the lake. In particular, suitable energy devices, environmental and socio-economic constraints should be investigated.
Figure 17. Spatial variations of monthly mean waves and wave power, January 2011
Figure 18. Spatial variations of monthly mean wave power, January-June 2011
Figure 19. Spatial variations of monthly mean wave power, July-December 2011
Figure 20. Long-term variations of wave height and power for Buoys C45142, C45132 and 45005
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